
Richmond Patients Advisory Forum
Minutes of Meeting

Tuesday 10th November 2015

Present: Larry Angel, Philip Morris , Alan Hoyland, Carolyn Storey, Christel Stockbridge,
Patricia Barlow, Bob Burgin, Rob Liley

Apologies Naseem Howley, Denise Brookes

1. Minutes of Meeting – reviewed and signed off as an accurate record of events.

2. Notification of the last Meeting. – Several present commented that they were not aware that
the last meeting had taken place. It was suggested that a reminder would be helpful. All present
said that it would be satisfactory to receive this via e-mail. RL suggested DB send a ‘tester’ e-
mail to ensure we have the correct e-mail addresses for all members.

3. Experience of Richmond Chemist. Sadly despite giving the new ‘Well’ Pharmacy a bedding in
period the group concluded that significant concerns persist as regards the overall functioning
of this facility. Examples of concerning service included:

>being told to “come back in an hour as the locum pharmacist has left the building” (BB)
>waiting 15 mins for a prescription to be turned around during which time other customers
left the building having been too tired of waiting (BB)
>organization still needs improving (LA) – although Larry added that manner was fine and
individual staff seemed better and more apologetic.

In light of these persisting problems the forum agreed to invite the management of the
pharmacist in to discuss things again.

4. Annual checkups. BB enquired as to what safeguards are in place for checking that patients are
reminded to come in for their annual checks. He had been concerned that on occasions these
are missed and patients are still being booked in for the wrong appointments (including
specifically – fasting or non-fasting bloods)
RL explained the two failsafe systems we have. Firstly that a member of the reception team
(Tracy Helliwell) regularly monitors a spreadsheet of those due for their annual checks and
invites them in if she notes they have not attended. Secondly the annual (or twice annual in
some cases) medication review conducted by a senior GP will alert the team as to whether the
patient prescribed these medicines has attended for the necessary checks. This allows a letter
to be sent (along with the prescription) to the patient reminding them to book in for this. RL
explained that he felt confident that such a system provides the necessary reassurance we all
need to ensure safe practice. There was some disagreement as to what it was felt was
reasonable to expect of patients in regards to remembering the details of their annual check
requirements.

5. Burden of Work for Reception. – BB suggested that what is being expected of the sole
receptionist on the front desk is too much and that perhaps this is why people were being
booked in to the wrong slots. RL reminded the Forum that there are 2 other receptionists
working in reception at that point but they are not (intentionally) visible so they can focus on
other tasks. RL also commented that he was not aware that reception staff had been
particularly complaining that this role was too onerous though he was happy to make
enquiries as to whether this was the case.

6. Telephones – Questions were raised as to why patients ringing the practice can encounter one
of three different messages >1. You are in a cue. 2. Engaged 3. Your call will be dealt with in



due course. RL could not explain this and agreed he would explore this further with DB and the
Reception team. In addition some members felt that the time taken for their call to be
answered was too long and an example of 11mins 24 seconds was given. RL pointed out that
this specific feature of the practice’s performance was not felt to be a particular area requiring
attention in the recent large patient survey although we had in the last few months spent a
large sum of Money investing in a new telephone system that we had hoped would help all
round and had to date been appreciated by Reception staff.

7. Members of the Forum again enquired about whether the time that patients are left waiting in
the reception area due to clinicians running late could be communicated to patients in some
way. BB was particularly interested to know if there was any IT solution to a certain pre-
agreed time delay of (say) 30 mins triggering a message that is communicated to patients over
the Jayex board. RL again said he would ask DB to explore this.

8. LA kindly shared his families recent very positive experience of the NHS in general during his
wife’s recent difficulties and RL thanked him for this contribution.

9. A date for the next meeting was agreed for 12th January at 10 am .

Action Points
1. DB to send a test e-mail to all members
2. DB to invite a representative from the Well Pharmacy to our next meeting.
3. Practice to discuss with wider team about the burden of work on front desk receptionist.
4. DB to look into the variability of telephone messages when patients ring the practice
5. DB to contact System one about the possibility of a ‘delayed clinician’ message being

triggered.


